
Dear Colleague:   

We’re considering a change for our 
regular feature on page six (America the 
Beautiful) and will replace it with more 
workforce information and skills articles. 
This month it is understanding one’s W-2 
Form. Later, we’ll have job news. Let 
us know if that will be helpful to your 
students. 

There’s so much to report in politics...
but nothing concrete as of January 12 
when we go to press. Our front page deals 
with something bigger than any change in 
government...the changes in technology 
that are going to affect all of our futures: 
Artificial Intelligence. And for Heroes and 
History, an important era in U.S. recent 
history, the story of Watergate that may 
inform today’s thinking. Should there be 
serious news of impeachment talk, this will 
give a background on the process.

Artificial Intelligence  
(pages 1 and 9)

Objectives: Students will be able to tell 
what artificial intelligence is, what makes 
it possible, how computers/robots are able 
to learn after being given vast amounts of 
information. They will be able to explain 
how changes in technology might affect 
their future. Preparation: bring in a smart 
phone, laptop, and any AI devices you may 
have such as Echo, Alexa, etc.

  Procedures: Put the smart phone on 
speaker and call up Siri, Alexa, Google 
or Microsoft’s Cortana. Ask a question, 
(example: Siri, what day is today?) and 
let students hear the answer. Let students 
think of some questions, too. They are 
probably familiar with this, but may not 
have thought how Siri got to have a voice 
that sounds human, and how she knows 
so much information instantaneously. Ask 
Who has seen robots at work? Follow up 
on any answers. Who has a computer? 
How much memory does your computer 
have? How fast does it go? Compare with 
the speed, memory, and cost ten years 
ago. Compare with the speed and memory 
of computers with artificial intelligence. 
Have students think about how they 
learned to speak their native language. 
They heard it all around them and put it 
together with the neural networks in their 
brains. They got corrections if they made 

a mistake. That’s how natural intelligence 
works.Programmers create computers 
that have neural networks. These can sort 
things similar to the way we naturally 
learn things, only a million times faster. 
Some people learn a second language 
the natural way; others take classes and 
put vocabulary and rules together. The 
second way is how ordinary computers 
are programmed: vocabulary and rules. 
Doctors take years of training, experience, 
and observation to be able to diagnose 
diseases accurately. But a robot/computer 
can read millions of bits of data and get 
that same ability. 

Have students think about the thousands 
of jobs that have changed or disappeared 
because of automation in the past 60 years: 
elevator operators, telephone operators, 
gas station attendants, farmers, buggy 
whip makers, shoemakers. Thousands 
of manufacturing jobs have disappeared 
because of automation or cheap labor in 
other countries. What jobs will be taken 
over by robots in the next 20 years? What 
does that mean for your own future? Would 
you learn well from a robot teacher? Why 
would a government want to invest in 
developing Artificial Intelligence? Why 
would Google workers take an oath to use 
AI only for purposes that are peaceful? 
Why should government leaders know as 
much as possible about AI?

What happens when a person is 
arrested? (pages 1, 10, and 11)

Objectives: Students will be able to tell 
what happens at a police station when a 
person is booked and what the Miranda 
Warning is. They will understand that it 
can be important for an arrested person 
to have a lawyer to help them understand 
the law, and to speak with police and the 
judge. They will know that if they cannot 
afford a lawyer, the court will appoint one. 

Background:  It is not likely that 
students will want to tell about personal 
experiences with arrests, unless it was 
a false arrest. Explain the importance 
of cooperating with the police. It is a 
misdemeanor to run and hide from the 
police, even if a person is innocent. It 
is a felony if the person resists arrest by 
pushing, hitting, or threatening a police 
officer. Procedures. Ask questions such 
as What were the police like in your home 

country? Where do you see police officers 
in this city? What kinds of jobs do you 
think police officers do? Is this the same 
as in your home country?

Events in February (pages 2 and 3)

Calendar Elicit from your students any 
special days celebrated in their country in 
February. Also, ask who has a birthday, 
anniversary, or other celebration in 
February. What school events will take 
place in February? Have students write 
these directly on the calendar. 

African-American History Month 
(also called Black History Month) Point 
out that 40 years ago, there were almost 
no black news reporters, TV programs, 
mayors of cities, representatives, senators, 
presidential candidates, CEOs of big 
businesses, etc. Preparation: Read a 
bio about Frederick Douglass so you can 
answer students’ questions and supply 
additional stories about him. Have students 
read the article and discuss. 

Chinese New Year  Have an Asian 
student or a visitor to your class speak 
about his or her customs on Lunar 
(Chinese) New Year. Talk about the foods 
that are eaten because their names have 
other, lucky, meanings. Which customs for 
Chinese New Year are interesting? Do you 
have a special time for cleaning up your 
whole house? For paying back money that 
you owe to people? Is this a good New 
Year’s custom? Why? 

Groundhog Day This holiday came to 
America with German immigrants who 
settled in Pennsylvania. In their homeland, 
Germans used to watch for badgers to 
come out of their homes on this date 
which is half way between winter and 
spring. (February was much milder on 
the European continent.) They transferred 
this superstition to the groundhog here, 
as the groundhogs were plentiful. Read 
the article, and check for comprehension. 
Ask what legends they have in their native 
country regarding the weather or animals. 
Watch the segment from the movie 
Groundhog Day where the Punxsutawney 
city officials take the groundhog out of 
his home and announce to the world the 
groundhog’s prediction. 

Susan B. Anthony’s Birthday This 
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day is not a holiday, but it’s a great 
February birthday to know about. Susan 
B. Anthony led her followers through 
a long struggle, for 50 years. Four 
states gave women the right to vote by 
the time she died. Susan B. Anthony 
voted in an election in 1873, and was 
arrested. She was tried in court, found 
guilty, and fined $100. She never paid 
the fine. See http://www.famous-trials.
com/Anthony. Anthony’s struggles 
caused a slow revolution. Eventually, 
it freed women from being owned and 
controlled by their fathers or husbands. 
 
Valentine’s Day Elicit what students do 
in their home country on this day. Who 
gives cards or gifts to whom? What kind 
of gifts are usual? Have people tell how 
they met their spouses or sweethearts. 
Teach them the poem, Roses are red; 
Violets are blue; Sugar is sweet, And so 
are you. Explain that many Valentine 
cards have “plays on words” such as 
“Bee my Honey.” Point out that some 
Valentine cards are insulting, so they 
should be sure they understand a card’s 
meaning before sending it to a friend. 
Some schools no longer have Valentine’s 
Day parties.

Presidents’ Day  Ask students 
questions such as: Whose face is on the 
dollar bill and the quarter? Whose face 
is on the five-dollar bill and the penny? 
What do you know about these men? 
List the facts they know on the board. 
Then read the article and list other facts. 
Why was George Washington called 
the “father of his country?” Why was 
Lincoln important in American history? 
Look through an atlas to find cities with 
the names Washington or Lincoln. Are 
there schools or streets in your area 
with these names? Who is the “father” 
of your country? In what ways do people 
in your home country remember heroes?

Super Bowl Sunday  By the time you 
are reading the article, the game will 
be upon us (or over). Find out which 
teams are playing (have played). If you 
have no football expertise, bring in a 
guest who has such expertise, to draw 
a gridiron (football field) with the yard 
lines and goals marked, and have them 
explain the process of the game. Some 
vocabulary items: team, offense and 
defense, pass, run, down, touchdown, 
first down, goal, play, flag on the play, 
penalty, quarterback, huddle, tackle, 
sack, field goal, referee, fans. 

This is your page (page 4)

Have students guess what the stories 
will be about by reading the titles. List 
their guesses. Then have students read 

the stories to see if they fit the titles. 
Relate the stories to the students’ own 
lives. Ask questions such as: How well do 
the headlines of each story tell what the 
story is about? Which story has an event 
most like one you have had? Which story 
was the most interesting? What lesson did 
you learn from any of the stories?

Ask Elizabeth: Buying a used car  
(page 5)

Objectives:  Students will be able to 
tell several car manufacturers and several 
makes and models of cars. They will be 
able to explain some things to avoid when 
shopping for a used car, how to avoid a 
lemon, and how to get a Car fax history of 
a car they want to buy. They will be able 
to get Kelley Blue Book information on 
used cars. 

Procedures: Bring in newspapers with 
ads and photos of used cars and prices.  
Have students talk about their own family’s 
cars and how they bought them, or the kind 
of car they might like to have one day. Cut 
the photos apart so that each student has a 
used-car photo. Assign students to look up 
this particular make and model of car at 
Kelley Blue Book to check the price for a 
similar car: make, model, year, mileage, and 
see if the price matches the asking price in 
the newspaper. 

Mention that the best time to buy a used 
car might be on the last day of the month, 
when salespeople will want to get cars sold 
on that day in order to bolster their month’s 
commissions. It might be possible that the 
salesperson will be willing to take less for 
the car. 

Understanding your W-2 (page 6)

Objectives: Students will be able to 
explain the purpose of a W-2, and the 
terms in a W-2. Procedures: Ask students 
if they have jobs. Who has gotten a W-2 
from their employer? What is the purpose? 
Explain that if a person earned $12,000 
or more in 2018, they must file an income 
tax return with the IRS. But even if they 
earned less than that, they should file a tax 
return to get a refund of taxes that were 
taken out. 

Heroes and History:  
Watergate (page 7)

Objectives: Students will be able to 
tell what the Watergate is, where it is, 
and what happened there in 1973. They 
will be able to explain what a hearing is, 
what information the senators wanted to 
find, and why there was a reason to think 
that President Nixon was covering up his 

involvement. Students will be able to tell 
what the “smoking gun” was that made it 
clear that Nixon had a part in the cover up. 
They will be able to explain the process of 
impeachment, and why Nixon resigned before 
he was impeached. 

Procedures: Find out what students already 
know about Watergate. Ask questions such 
as : Who has heard of the term Watergate? 
What does it mean? What happened in 1973 
at the Watergate? Who was president at that 
time? Have you heard the word impeach or 
impeachment? What does that mean? Where 
did you hear it? 

Read the story of Watergate; impress 
how long this investigation was going on 
(26 months) with the nation learning new 
upsetting details each week, wondering 
if their president was a criminal. Discuss 
the article in the Constitution that says 
a president may be impeached for “high 
crimes and misdemeanors”. Point out that 
these terms do not make it clear what such 
misdemeanors might include. 

Mention that two other presidents were 
impeached: Andrew Johnson and Bill Clinton, 
but neither was convicted by the Senate. 
Some senators did not feel the crimes were 
serious enough to remove a president from 
office. 

 1.  a

 2.  b

 3.  d

 4.  c

 5.  b

 6.  c

 7.  d

 8.  d

 9.  b

10. a

11.  F (African)

12. F (Lunar New  
     Year)

13. F Valentine’s  
    Day)

14. T 

15. F (George  
     Washington)

16. T

17. F (Gerald Ford)

18. F (2/3)

19. F (Washington,  
     D.C.)

20. T

21. D (case)

22. G (innocent)

23. B (Supreme)

24. A (Beware)

25.  I (subpoena)

26. E (dealer)

27. H (warranty)

28. F (reliable)

29. J (deputy)

30. C (crowd)



				  1. Robots with artificial intelligence are 
possible today because

  a)  computers are very powerful.  
b)  they work 24 hours a day.

  c)  they don’t ask for higher pay.
  d)   they make good pets.

				  2. With enough information, a medical robot 
can

  a)  match a person’s face to a    
 passport. 

  b)  diagnose a disease.
  c)  send you to the right website for   

 more information.
  d)  write news stories.

				  3. The CEO of Google said that Artificial 
Intelligence could cause more changes 
for human society than 

  a)  the invention of the automobile.
  b) the transcontinental railroad.
  c)  the discovery of gold. 
  d)  electricity or fire. 

				  4.   The AI robot “Sophie”  

  a)  can diagnose disease.
  b)  watches an airport for security.
  c)  became a citizen of Saudi Arabia.  

d)  became an ambassador to the U.N.

				  5. Massachusetts Institute of Technology is 
planning  

  a)  to create more robots.
  b)  to create a new college.
  c) to give people a universal basic   

 income. 
  d)  to take an oath to never use AI for  

 harming people.  

				  6.  An attorney

  a)  accuses a person of a crime.
  b)  arrests a person.
  c)  helps an arrested person talk to the  

 judge and police officers.
  d)  decides if a defendant is guilty.

				  7. If you cannot afford an attorney, 

  a)  you must remain silent.
  b) you do not get one.
  c)  the police will put you in jail.  

d)  the court will provide one for you. 

				  8. If a defendant pleads guilty, he or she will

  a)  have to go to trial.
  b)  have to make a phone call.
  c)  have to put up bail money.
  d)  accept the punishment. 

				  9. After a person posts bail, he or she must

  a)  pay another fine.
  b)  come back to the court for the trial.
  c)  stay in a jail cell.
  d)  go to an arraignment. 

				  10. An accused person is considered 
innocent unless

  a)  the government proves he or she is  
 guilty.

  b) he or she can’t get a lawyer.
  c)  the police are sure he or she is   

 guilty.  
  d)  he or she cannot post bail.  

Choose the best answer. Write its letter on the line. 

February 2019 Quiz I
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Quiz II. From Here and There

True or False? Write “T” for true, and “F” for 
false. If the sentence is false, write a word to 
replace the underlined word to make the sentence 
true. 

				  11.  February is Catholic-American History 
Month.              

               																															

				  12.  Chinese people and some other Asians 
pay their debts before the Super Bowl.                
																															

				  13. Groundhog Day is a special day for 
lovers and sweethearts. 

               																															

				  14.  George Washington was elected the first 
President of the United States. 

               																															

				  15. People called Abraham Lincoln the 
“Father of his Country.” 

               																															

				  16. The Watergate scandal ended when 
President Richard Nixon resigned.                     
																															

				  17.  Frederick Douglass became president 
after Nixon resigned.               

              																															

				  18. It takes 3/4 of the senators to convict a 
president who has been impeached.  

              																															

				  19. The Lincoln Memorial 
is in New York City.              
																															

				  20. Susan B. Anthony was arrested when 
she tried to vote.

              																															

Quiz III. Building Vocabulary
  
Write the letter of the word that will make the 
sentence true. 
   Word List

  A. beware  F. reliable
  B. Supreme  G. innocent
  C. crowd  H. warranty
  D. case    I. subpoena
  E. dealer  J. deputy

				  21. A lawyer will help an accused person 
with their 											 in court.

				  22. An 																				 person did 
not commit a crime.

				  23.  The 																								 
Court is the highest court in the U.S.

				  24. 																					 when you are 
buying a car from a stranger.

				  25.  Congress or a judge can 												 
a person to come to a hearing to give 
information.

				  26. A car 																		 is a person 
who buys and sells cars.

				  27. A new car comes with a three-year 
																	 against trouble 
with the engine.

				  28. A car that is 																						 
will not often break down.

				  29. The 													 attorney general is 
second in command, an assistant to the 
attorney general.

				  30. A group of many people is a 
																	.
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